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LED task light enhances visual performance and reduces energy cost

By SpaceCo Business Solutions

Dated: Apr 15, 2011

Wave Light LEDs have many advantages over compact fluorescent lights, such as lower energy costs,
longer lifetime (up to 50,000 hours), adjustable illumination area, a 10-level dimmer control and is LEED
credit eligible.

SpaceCo Business Solutions, Inc. has introduced the Wave Light, an LED task light designed to overcome
the disadvantages of traditional LED fixtures and provide the best visual performance in the task lighting
market by illuminating the desired work area only.
 
 With its patent pending photocell technology integrated into the head of the light, Wave Light will be able
to detect the light conditions and automatically adjust the power settings according to the current
environment.  The result is a more balanced light field as well as reduced energy costs and less eyestrain on
the individual while performing their task.
 
 Ergonomically adjustable, Wave Light effectively minimizes shadows and eliminates glare to provide
enhanced visual comfort for higher productivity.  With its patented refractive lens technology, Wave Light
eliminates the shortcomings of other LED lights, is LEED credit eligible and has a projected life in excess
of 50,000 hours.

###

About SpaceCo Business Solutions, Inc. - a Denver, CO based manufacturer in the workplace solutions
business. Their solutions save money and mitigate risk by addressing space, storage, security,
organizational and ergonomic needs. For more information please call 1-800-840-8499 or find an
authorized SpaceCo dealer at www.spaceco.com/locate_dealer.php
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